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FL 6500/ 8500 Fast Filter Installation Instructions  

This instruction sheet describes the installation of this accessory which is used with the FL 6500/8500 
Fluorescence Spectrometer. 

NOTE:  Read these instructions before you install this accessory. 

Contacting PerkinElmer 
Supplies, replacement parts, and accessories can be ordered directly from PerkinElmer, using the part 
numbers. 

See our website: 

http://perkinelmer.com 

PerkinElmer's catalog service offers a full selection of high-quality supplies. 

To place an order for supplies and many replacement parts, request a free catalog, or ask for information: 

If you are located within the U.S., call toll free 1-800-762-4000, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. EST. Your order will be 
shipped promptly, usually within 24 hours.  

If you are located outside of the U.S., call your local PerkinElmer sales or service office. 

Features 
• Easy to install 
• Built-in stirring mechanism 
• Controls the temperature by connecting with the water bath 
• Rapidly rotate the filters in the excitation or emission beam 

  

Figure 1 Fast Filter (P/N: N4201028) 
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Dimensions and Specifications 

Physical Characteristic Specifications 

Dimensions (mm) 130(W) x 267(D) x 140.5(H)  

Weight (Kg) 2.04 

 

Configuration of the Fast Filter  
• Fast Filter 

  
Figure 2 Fast Filter  

• Two Male Quick Coupling Connectors  

      
Figure 3 Male Quick Coupling Connector  

• Stirring Bead 

 
Figure 4 Stirring Bead  

• Filter 

NOTE:  Filters for experiment is required to use this accessory. Filters are not included in the accessory 
configuration and should be purchased separately. Refer to the Assembly of Filters section on the 
following page. 
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• Injection Port for Biokinetics w/Syringe (Optional) 

 
Figure 5 Injection Port for Biokinetics w/Syringe (P/N: N4201033)  

NOTE:  To use this accessory, Injection Port for Biokinetics w/Syringe (Part No. N4201033) you need to purchase 
it separately. 

Assembly of Filters 
        The introduction of a range of cell permeable fluorescent probes that bind to the intracellular ions, 

this enables the cell biologists to study the role of these ions as cellular messengers. Changes in the 
fluorescent properties of these probes when they chelate to intracellular ions reflect an increasing or 
decreasing concentrations of the free ions inside the cell. The spectral properties of some common 
probes are shown in the following table. The inserted excitation and emission filters can be 
selectively changed depending on the user’s experiment. 

Probe Target ion 
Excitation wavelength Emission wavelength 

Bound Free Bound Free 

FURA-2 Ca++ 340 nm 380 nm 510 nm 510 nm 

INDO-1 Ca++ 355 nm 355 nm 405 nm 480 nm 

Mag-FURA-2 Mg++ 340 nm 380 nm 510 nm 510 nm 

Mag-INDO-1 Mg++ 355 nm 355 nm 405 nm 480 nm 

BCECF pH 495 nm 440 nm 530 nm 530 nm 

SNARF-1 pH 514 nm 514 nm 580 nm 640 nm 

FURA-2 Filters: Excitation: 340/380 nm, Emission: 510 nm (P/N: N4201035) 

INDO-1 Filters: Excitation: 350 nm, Emission: 400/480 nm (P/N: N4201036) 

Polarizer – Vis Range (Wire Grid Polarizer): (P/N: N4201037) 

Polarizer – UV-Vis Range (Wire Grid Polarizer): (P/N: N4201038) 
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Filter Mounting  
1. Put the filters into the filter wheel. 

NOTE:  The positioning of the filters is as follows.  
If there are two filters to be installed on the excitation wheel or emission wheel, install them in pairs like 
F1/F3 or F2/F4 as shown in the following figure. 

 

2.  To easily insert each filter into the bracket that secures the filter, you need to remove the right 
bolt, but the left bolt must be loosened slightly. Removing all bolts (4 pieces/bracket) will make 
it difficult to attach the filter. 

  

 

Figure 6  Brackets holding the filter  
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3. After confirming the direction of the filter, attach the filter to the filter wheel. 

 

Figure 7 Attach the filter   

NOTE:  Install the arrow on the filter is in the same direction as the light pass. 

  
Excitation Filter                      Emission Filter 

NOTE:  In the case of the polarizer filter, there are two marks in the filter. The O mark is the vertical and the l 
mark is the horizontal direction of the filter. When installing the filter, match either the O or l markings to 
align the other line markings in the filter wheel as shown in the following figure.  

  
4. Reassemble the brackets to hold the filter in reverse order. 

 
Figure 8 Reassemble the brackets  
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Installation   

1. Prepare the FL 6500/8500 Fluorescence Spectrometer to install this accessory. 

2. Connect the power cord and the communication cable. 

3. Loosen the accessory fixing bolt and remove the current sample accessory. 

 
Figure 9 Loosening the accessory fixing bolt 

4. Pull out the cell holder by hand. 

 
Figure 10 Pulling out the cell holder 

5. Remove the current front cover plate. 

 
Figure 11 Front Cover Plate 
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6.  After checking the pogo pin position of the sample compartment, place the Fast Filter into the 
pogo pin well. 

 
Figure 12 Installing the accessory 

7.  Tighten the front cover plate with the bolts on the Fast Filter. 

 
Figure 13 Tighten the bolts 

8.  Tighten the accessory fixing bolt. 

 
Figure 14 Tighten accessory fixing bolt 
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9.  Connect the stirrer, M1 and M2 cables to the accessory connection ports inside of the sample 
compartment. 

 
Figure 15 Connect the cables 

10.  Assemble the tube with the male connector of quick coupling. 

 
Figure 16 Assembling the Tube with the Male Connector  

NOTE: The tube size is recommended 6 mm-ID and 10 mm-OD silicon tube which has thermal resistance at 
least 100 ºC. 

11.  Connect the male connector with the tube to the quick coupling mount of the front plate cover. 

 
Figure 17 Connecting the male connector to the quick coupling 

12.  When using the injection port, prepare the housing, the septa cap and the septa. 

   
Figure 18 Housing, Septa cap and septa 
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13.  Place the white silicone side of the septa into the groove of the septa cap to prevent the light 
leak from the needle hole. Turn the housing and insert it into the septa cap firmly.  

 
Figure 19 Secure the housing to the septa cap 

14.  Open the FL 6500/8500 sample compartment cover and remove the cap from the inside of cover. 

 
Figure 20 Remove the cap  

15.  Insert the injection port with the septa cap facing down. 

 
Figure 21 Insert the injection port 

NOTE: Push the needle all the way to the end. 

 

Figure 22 Pushing the Needle In 
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16.  Place the cuvette into the cell holder. 

17.  Close the sample compartment cover. 

18.  Switch on the main power. 

Measurement 
1. Double click on the Spectrum FL software and select a measurement mode. 

2. Select the Fast Filter mode. 

 

3. Select the Filter Mode and click the Accessory tab. 

           

4. In the Instrument Setting window, set the measurement parameters in turn. 

5. When you click the Accessory tab, the following window appears. 
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When you select Excitation FFA or Emission FFA, the following setup window appears. 

 

When you select Polarization, Anisotropy or GF, the following setup window appears. 

             

6. Click Edit Filters. Write the filter name for each position and then click Save or Save As Global 

icon. 

 

Save: The filter information saved with the Save icon is valid only for the saved method 
including the filter information. You can’t load the filter information when selecting another 
method. 

                  Save As Global: If you save the filter information with the Save As Global icon, you can load the 
filter information by clicking the Load Global Setting icon regardless of the method. 

NOTE: Excitation FFA and Emission FFA filters are classified into Numerator and Denominator. The position 
of the two filters should be paired as Filter 1/ Filter 3 or Filter 2/Filter 4.  

NOTE: If Polarizer is used (Polarization, Anisotropy, GF mode), attach one Vertical and Horizontal to each filter 
wheel. At this time, the position of the two filters should be paired as Filter 1/ Filter 3 or Filter 2/ Filter 
4. 

7. Click Save to save the method after setting up the parameters. 

8. Prepare the sample solution for measurement.  

9. Select the Run icon. 
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10. Enter the sample name and select OK. 

11. Save or print the data. 

Troubleshooting 

When a magnetic bar does not work properly 

1. Check the connection between the instrument and the stirrer cable. 

2. Test the stirrer’s speed in turn between Low and High. 

 

When constant temperature is not maintained 

1. Check if the water bath is working normally. 

a. Check if the temperature of the water bath is maintained well. 

b. Check if liquid is flowing well through the tube to the accessory. 

2. Check that the tubing is connected tightly. 

When the Fast Filter does not work properly 

1. Check the connection status between M1, M2 cables and communication ports for FL 
6500/8500 

When the spectrum pattern is not well displayed 

1. Check if the needle of the injector is fully inserted into the injection hole. 

2. Check if the beam path is interrupted by the magnetic bar. 
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When the filter wheel does not rotate properly or makes noise 

NOTE: Before readjusting the bolt, run the accessory motor check. If this check fails continue with this procedure. 

1. Re-adjust the bolt of the filter wheel. 

a. Remove the first M4 bolt inside of the faulty filter wheel. 

 

b. After removing the first M4 bolt, you can find the second M4 bolt. If this bolt is 
tightened too much, it may make a noise due to the tilt of axis. Try to loosen the bolt 
and re-tighten it suitably. 

c. After fixing this, screw the first M4 bolt again. 

NOTE: If this re-adjustment does not work, Contact your local PerkinElmer service office. 
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